CARWASH OPERATIONS COMPANY, BEAUMONT, TEXAS

Managing time helps
manage growth
“When we were little, the time we spent on
things like counting our money didn’t really
matter,” said Patty Landers, co-owner of
Carwash Operations Company, Inc., in
Beaumont, Tex. “Now that we have multiple
car wash locations plus carwash equipment
and supply distributorship, accuracy
and efficiency for money processing is
essential.”
The accuracy and efficiency Landers talks
about comes from the Cummins Allison
two-pocket JetScan®currency scanner she
uses to handle all of the notes that the
husband-and-wife team collect from the
currency changers at their four Squeaky
Clean Car Wash locations.
“My husband Darryl and I started with a
Cummins Allison JetCount® machine that

just counted the bills, but
the JetScan machine we
bought next did so much
more, including counting
mixed bills and sorting by
denomination. We actually
tried another brand of
machine, but it just didn’t
operate as smoothly.
Now we have the Cummins
Allison two-pocket machine,
and it makes things even
easier for us.”
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The two-pocket JetScan currency scanner
performs all of the functions of smaller
JetScan machines, but its added efficiency
makes it easier to take advantage of many
more advanced functions. In one scan,

the machine will face all of the bills in one
direction. In another, it will orient the bills
the same way.
In the process of counting and sorting, the
machine will stop at pre-set counts – say
100 bills, for example – to allow that unit
to be bundled and strapped. Then it will
automatically continue until the next bundle
is readied.

“Being able to streamline the entire
scanning, counting and depositing
operation opens up the rest of the time
we need to manage our business
effectively.”
Since Carwash Operations Company, Inc.
added the two-pocket JetScan currency

scanner, owners Darryl and Patty Landers
have noticed time and labor savings, plus
increased accuracy in currency processing.
To learn more or to request a free
demonstration, contact your local
Cummins Allison sales representative at
cumminsallison.com or 800 786 5528.

“Our bank likes us because
they know all of our bundles
are neat, tidy and accurate.”
“We don’t take advantage of the counterfeit
detection and currency fitness features of
the machine because all of the bills that go
into our changers already pass through
a validator, but it still is nice to know that
the machine is that advanced,” Landers
remarked.
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Generations of Vision and Excellence
Cummins Allison sets the standard for accuracy and dependability.
Cummins Allison is a global leader in developing solutions that quickly and efficiently count, sort and authenticate currency, checks and coin. With a 125-year heritage
of leadership in technology and product innovation, Cummins Allison serves the majority of financial institutions worldwide, as well as leading organizations in retail,
gaming, law enforcement and government. Ninety-seven percent of our customers recommend our products and services.
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